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ABSTRACT

A new theoretical approach, based on the introduction of cumulants, to calculate
thermodynamic averages and dynamical correlation functions at finite temperatures is
developed. The method is formulated in Liouville instead of Hilbert space and can be
applied to operators which do not require to satisfy fermion or boson commutation re-
lations. The application of the partitioning and projection methods for the dynamical
correlation functions is discussed. The present method can be applied to weakly as well
as to strongly correlated systems.
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1 Introduction

The discovery of high Tc superconductors (HTSC) has greatly increased the theoretical
interest in the physics of strongly correlated systems. However, the theoretical treat-
ment of strongly correlated systems has turned out to be extremely difficult due to the
Wick's theorem cannot apply at least in the standard form. Recently, a new theoretical
approach [1, 2J (see also the review in [3]) based on the introduction of cumulants was
developed which can be applied to weakly and strongly correlated systems. However, the
approach still is restricted only to zero temperature.

In this paper we develop the approach at finite temperatures. Using the contour
integral formalism [4] the formulation of thermodynamic averages and dynamical correla-
tion functions at finite temperatures is given in terms of cumulants. The introduction of
cumulants ensures that any approximations for dynamical correlation functions and ther-
modynamic averages in this method are "size consistent". The method is not restricted to
operators which obey fermion or boson commutation relations and is suitable for applying
the partitioning and projection methods.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec.2 we formulate thermodynamic averages
and dynamical correlation functions at finite temperatures in terms of cumulants. The
application of the partitioning and projection methods for the correlation functions is
given in Sec.3. Finally, in Sec.4 the summary and concluding remarks are presented.

2 Dynamical correlation functions

Starting point is a Hamiltonian H which describes a many-particle system, which is split
according to

H = Ho + Hu (1)

which Hi being comparatively small. It should be reemphasized that no specify assump-
tions with respect to the above split of H is required.

Consider the functional

°>Q. (2)

Here < • • • >o indicates a thermodynamic average with respect to Ho, i.e.

TT is the time ordering operator for imaginary times r. The functional f[h] has the same
structure as the one using by Becker and Brening [2] in the formulation of dynamical
correlation functions in terms of cumulants in zero temperature.

The quantity f[h] is a functional of the fields h^r). Its first functional derivatives
with respect to the external fields hu{r) can be written in the forms
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Here < • • • > denotes a thermodynamic average with respect to H, and
^(A)— < A^{X) >, where A^(X) = exp(A//)J4y exp( —A//). Note that the thermody-
namic averages < Av > and < SA^SA^ > can be calculated by the expressions

<A,> = ^ I dX<Au{X)>, (5)
o
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dX < SAl/{X)8Atl(X) > . (6)

On the other hand, Eq.(2) can be rewritten as

— | d,T{Co+H\ — 2^ hv{T)Av)

f[h] = In < Tr{e ° " } >0i (7)

where Co is the Liouville operator for Ho, i.e. CQA = \HQ,A].
For the following we express f[h] in terms of cumulants. The cumulant expression for

f[h] is (see also [1, 5j)

f[h\ =< rT{e

where the index c denotes trie cumulant average.
From Eqs.(3),(4),(8) we get

c? (0 < A < /?), (9)

A M e - A ' ^ + ^ ) > S , (10)
(0 < A' < A < /?).

Using the contour integral representation [4] and Eq.(9), Eq.(5) can be written as

0
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Here the contour integrals surround all (discrete or continuous) singularities of
{zx - {Co + Hi))"1 and (z2 - {Co + -^i))"1 respectively.



Performing the integration on A in Eq.(ll) we get

J J (2ni)2 (3 z\ — z2 zy — (LQ + HI) z2 — (LQ+HI)

Since the contours surround only the singularities of (zi — (£0+Hi))~l or (z2 — {£o+Hi))'1,
we can perform one of the contour integrals by residues with result

f dz e~0i 1 . 1 c , - , .
< Au >= f — —=- < A, >^ - (13)

J ni 0 z-(C0 + Hi) z~(£Q + Hi)

Using the power series expansion

+Z 2 Z - ( £ 0 + / / l )

and < £o • • • > o = < • • • Co >o— 0, Eq.(13) can be rewritten in the form

^ () A, ft(z) >gf (14)

where

z — {La + Wi

By the similar procedure, from Eqs.(6),(10) we get

>c
0 . (15)

Note that Eq.(15) is valid for arbitrary operator AV1 A^. Replacing in Eq.(15) 8A^ by
^i—t) we get

< 6AV SA^-t) >= I — ^ 4 < nt(*) A» ̂ ( - ' ) n(z) >o •

On the other hand, < SA^SA^—t) > = < SA^^SA^ >= Guti(t) is the dynamical correla-
tion function. Using

Ati{-t) = e - i H ( A / ( = e - l £ %

we get the cumulant expression for the correlation function Gvlt{t)

) Av (e'^AS fl(z) >0 . (17)

Here C is the Liouville operator corresponding to H and the symbol (• • •)* indicates the
way in which cumulants have to be taken in Eq.(17), i.e., each term in the power series
expansion of the expression in the parentheses with black dot has to be treated as a single
operator entity subjected to the cumulant calculation.



In zero temperature limit, 0 -+ oo, only the pole z - 0 gives nonzero residue in the
integrals in Eqs.(14) and (17). Thus at zero temperature we obtain

< A»> = - < f i t i f l > S , (18)
Gvll(t) = < Of Av {e-iCtAu)' n >c

0 . (19)

Here < • • • >0 becomes the ground state average and

n = l + lim 77—rrT\Hl •
z—o z — (Co + Hi)

The expressions (18) and (19) are exactly the ones which have been previously derived by
Becker and Brening [2] in zero temperature. As discussed in [3] ft(2) can be considered
as the generalized wave vector. At zero temperature it transforms the ground state of the
unperturbed system into that of the interacting system. However, at finite temperatures
fi(z) does not obey this property. Roughly speaking, it transform the set of eigenstates of
the unperturbed system into a new set of states, which are not eigenstates of the interact-
ing system. However, the combination of thermodynamic averages of arbitrary operator
in the new set with weight exp(-/?z) j/?z2 gives exactly its thermodynamic average in the
interacting system. It should be reemphasized that the introduction of cumulants ensures
that statistically independent processes are eliminated from the calculations of thermo-
dynamic averages or of dynamical correlation functions. The expressions (18) and (19)
may serve as an alternative approach for the calculations of thermodynamic averages and
dynamical correlation functions as compared with the standard diagrammatic technique.
They are very useful particularly for systems where the Wick's theorem is not valid.

3 Application of partitioning and projection meth-
ods

Expression (17) is a reformulation of the correlation function in terms of cumulants at
finite temperatures. It is very useful and applicable even for systems where the Wick's
theorem is not valid. For arbitrary correlation function GABU) =< SA(t)SB >, its Fourier
transform is given by

GAB = / - ^ < rf(z) A {-~:BY Q(Z) >O • (20)
/ •KI pzl \u) — L /

Eq.(20) can be applied to arbitrary operators A, B, i.e. neither of both has to satisfy
fermion or boson commutation relations.

Let us introduce the following bilinear form in Liouville space

= i-,%^< n*(*) A [By n(z) >g, (21)

where A, B are operators, i.e., elements of the Liouville space. Note that
< A2 > - < A >2> 0, thus Eq.(21) also defines a scalar product in the Liouville space.
In terms of the scalar product (21), the correlation function GAB{U) changes into

-^~B). (22)
LO — L



Eq.(22) is in a proper form to be evaluated by the Mori-Zwanzig projection technique [6, 7]
based on the partitioning concept [8] (see also [3]). In the framework of that formalism
the dynamic of the correlation function GAB(W) is restricted to a relevant subspace of
Liouville space which is spanned by the operators {/!„}. Within this subspace GAB(U)

can be evaluated exactly. For the calculation we introduce the projection operator V

(23)

where \uu = (^j^iO is the so-called susceptibility matrix.
In the projection technique the dynamical correlation function (22) is approximated

by
(24)

In this approximation GAB(^) can be exactly expressed in the following form [9]

1cB, (25)

where F^ ~ (A^\CAU) is the so-called frequency matrix and c\ = (AJA), <?B = (A
are so-called coupling vectors.

In this way the calculation of the correlation function has been reduced to calculations
of the coupling vectors, susceptibility and frequency matrices, which are evaluated in terms
of cumulants. By successively enlarging the dimension of the relevant subspace spanned
by {A^} we can improve the approximation of correlation functions. The different between
the above method based on the introduction of cumulants and the standard Mori-Zwanzig
projection method is discussed elsewhere [3].

4 Conclusion

In summary, we have given the formulation of thermodynamic averages and dynamical
correlation functions at finite temperatures in terms of cumulants based on the contour
integral formalism. The formulation can be applied to operators which do not require to
satisfy fermion or boson commutation relations, thus it is applicable for weakly as well as
for strongly correlated systems. At zero temperature the expressions for thermodynamic
averages and dynamical correlation functions have been reduced exactly to the ones have
been previously derived by Becker and Brening [2]. The application of the partitioning
and projection methods for the correlation functions is considered. In the framework
of that formalism the dynamical correlation function is exactly calculated within the
relevant subspace of Liouville space. It expresses in the form containing only the coupling
vectors, susceptibility and frequency matrices, which are evaluated in terms of cumulants.
Some applications of the method at zero temperature have already been given (see [3]).
However, here we do not present applications of the method at finite temperatures. They
will be given elsewhere.
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